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Abstract

A study at the semi-empirical and ab initio level of models of the supramolecular architecture of perhydrotriphenylene and terthioph-
ene (PHTP:T3) inclusion compound shows that the observed conformational disorder in this kind of molecular systems is subject to
some constraints, the most important is that there exists an important degree of order inside the nanochannels preventing free rotational
orientation of the T3 guest molecules as well as free distribution in the axial direction of the channels. For trigonal channels, T3 guests
distort in two (planar and non-planar) configurations, depending on size factors of the nanochannels and small changes from the trigonal
to orthorhombic symmetry favour the planar configuration of the guest molecule.
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1. Introduction

Recently various authors have given attention to inclu-
sion compounds (IC) in matrices formed from perhydrotri-
phenylene (PHTP) molecules [1–4]. These matrices allow
the inclusion and coinclusion of various organic guest spe-
cies, and they have been studied because of their eventual
interest in optoelectronic applications [3,5,6]. The basic
crystal architecture of PHTP and a variety of guest mole-
cules correspond to honeycomb type structures made of
stacks of perhydrotriphenylene molecules whose layers
are about 4.8 Å apart [1,2,7]. These stacks give rise to long
one-dimensional cavities or channels that can include the
guests when crystallization of PHTP occurs in the presence
of those entities. The average crystallographic arrangement
is not unique, and it is strongly influenced by factors inher-
ent to the PHTP, as well as the size and shape of the guest
molecules. For example, in polar PHTP–IC compounds
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such as 1-(4-nitrophenyl)piperazine (NPP) [8,9] the crystals
formed are not homogeneous, since it is possible to find
monoclinic and orthorhombic regions, as well as regions
with pure PHTP. It must also be considered that the perhy-
drotriphenylene units show chirality: PHTP is a mixture of
the R-PHTP and S-PHTP and the location of each stack is
random [2,8]. As to the guest molecules, it has been men-
tioned that planar molecules give rise to orthorhombic
deviations in the unit cell of the IC compound or that
non-planar chains would tend to generate some helicity
in the channels of the PHTP due to host-guest inter-
actions [8].

Bongiovanni et al. [3,5,7,10] have studied IC compounds
with the oligothiophenes terthiophene (T3) and quinqu-
ethiophene (T5), both as inclusion compounds, PHTP:T3
and PHTP:T5, and as coinclusion compounds, PHTP:
T3,T5, given their particular optical properties and the
observation of energy transfer processes between oligomer
units. In these systems the separation between the channels
makes it possible to obtain systems with high oligomer con-
centrations, but avoiding the aggregation problems of pure
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crystalline phases. Experimental evidence indicates that
inclusion in PHTP induces planarization of the oligothi-
ophenes, deduced from changes in the electronic spectra.
It should be mentioned that planarization is also seen in
the solid state and by aggregation in liquids and thin films
[11–13].

Experimentally, the real structure of the IC oligothioph-
enes has not been well resolved, basically because the crys-
tals are not homogeneous and conformational disorder
characteristic of such supramolecular architectures. How-
ever, initial DRX and absorption and photoluminescence
spectroscopy studies by Bongiovanni et al. [7] on PHTP:T5
point to a pseudo-trigonal unit cell with a ffi b = 25.3 Å
and c = 43 Å (9 · 4.78 Å) and a = b � 90� and c = 120�.
The value of c is accounted for by the inclusion of two mol-
ecules of T5 along the nanochannel in the unit cell, corre-
sponding to nine PHTP inter-plane distances and the
approximated a ffi b relation opens the possibility of small
orthorhombic symmetry distortions. The relative structural
disorder is also reflected in the inner size of the channels,
since Bongiovanni et al. only suggest an imprecise inside
diameter between 8 Å and 10 Å, although a more precise
inter-channel distance of about 14 Å is mentioned [7].

Calculations at the molecular mechanics (MM) level
show that the oligomers adopt a non-planar configuration,
characterized by S–C–C–S dihedral angles somewhat larger
than those in the gas phase (147�), but never approaching
the planar structure (180�). Therefore, even though the
planarization effect of included oligothiophenes is known
and accepted, these authors’ MM results as well as their
MINDO quantum calculations [10] do not provide an ade-
quate explanation of this aspect, and the more recent liter-
ature does not contribute new information in this respect.

As additional data of IC unit cell size, those deduced by
Weber et al. [8] for PHTP:NPP may be mentioned. They
correspond to non-homogeneous orthorhombic structures
with 15.054 Å 6 a 6 15.173 Å; 23.235 Å 6 b 6 23.491 Å,
and 4.713 Å 6 c 6 4.779 Å, assuming a racemic mixture
conformation and pointing to homogeneous homochiral
stacks for up to about ten unit cells.

This study carry out a conformational analysis of the
PHTP:T3 nanochannel system made from theoretical cal-
culations that provide grounds for a better understanding
of the supramolecular architecture and looks at the influ-
ence of the interactions between the host and the guest mol-
ecules in this IC compound. Ab initio calculations at the
RHF/6–311G+(d,p) level of isolated T3 molecules in the
ground state and gas phase and also included in models
of the channels in PHTP at the semi-empirical PM3 and
ab initio RHF/3–21G levels, allow a plausible explanation
for the optimum geometry and the degree of planarization
undergone by the oligothiophenes in this kind of systems.

2. Computational details

Optimization of the geometry of T3 oligomers in the
ground state and gas phase was carried out at the restricted
Hartree–Fock level, using the basis set 6-311G + (d,p). The
calculation model for PHTP:T3 inclusion compounds con-
siders a simplified structure of 239 atoms with a global
composition C66H170S3, as explained later. In these entities
the oligomers are subjected to a reoptimization of geome-
try at the semi-empirical PM3 level, although in some cases
these results were checked at a an RHF level using the basis
set 3–21G, but at a much higher computing cost and
achieving results in qualitative agreement to those of PM3.

The calculations were made on an HP Alpha DS25 ser-
ver, using the Gaussian 03 code [14].

3. Results and discussion

The results of geometry optimization for T3 in the gas
phase at an RHF/6–311G + (d,p) level of calculation are
shown in Fig. 1. Bond lengths and in particular the S–C–
C–S dihedral angle of 147.78� are in excellent agreement
with the experimental and theoretical calculation data
[15,16]. This information was then used to generate a
model of the PHTP:T3 inclusion compound. The structure
of the PHTP entities was built from the crystallographic
data [17], forming the nanochannel with a racemic mixture
of alternating R-stacks and S-stacks and displaced c/2
along the c-axis, in agreement with the average view pro-
posed by Weber [8]. In order to keep an adequate compu-
tational cost, only the innermost layer of the nanochannel
was considered, formed by 6 stacks of 2n carbon atoms and
4n hydrogen atoms; where n is the number of layers that
make up each the stack. The carbons were saturated with
two additional hydrogens toward the outside of the chan-
nel, completing 6n hydrogen atoms in each stack. The
channel is modelled as a honeycomb type tubular arrange-
ment of ethane-like molecules, but with the inner carbons
and hydrogens respecting and frozen to the positions of
the original PHTP structure. In other words, this model
assume that the oligothiophene molecules become
deformed more easily than PHTP units, in particular by
twisting of the S–C–C–S dihedral angles in the oligomers.
To account for a reasonable and representative size and
symmetry of the channel, the model of the PHTP:T3 entity
consider three R-stacks made by four layers and three S-
stacks made by five layers, and the global composition is
C66H170S3. Trigonal systems were considered as initial ref-
erence structures, followed by structures with orthorhom-
bic distortion by compression of side b of the unit cell,
similar to those reported by Weber [8] for the polar com-
pounds PHTP:NPP. Initial optimization of the geometry
of the included oligothiophene was made by introducing
it with the optimum gas phase geometry into the nanochan-
nel and reoptimizing until convergence. Once founded the
patterns of spatial reordering of the T3 oligomer inside
the nanochannel, optimizations proceed with this new
geometries as initial guesses.

Trigonal nanochannels of different dimensions, typified
by their internal diameter as the distance between carbon
planes of the honeycomb-like channel, show that the
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Fig. 1. Geometrical data and dipole moment for T3 (gas phase/ RHF/6–311G+(d,p) calculation).

Fig. 2. Frontal view of geometry optimization of T3 for different trigonal
PHTP:T3 inclusion nanochannels: (a) 8 Å channel, (b) 8.5 Å channel, (c)
9 Å channel, (d) 9.5 Å channel, (e) 10 Å channel, and (f) T3 in planar
geometry included in a 9 Å channel.
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geometry of the included T3 changes strongly from the gas
phase conformation. As shown in Fig. 2, the geometry
varies from non-planar very distorted T3 units in channels
of 8 Å to nearly planar configurations in channels of higher
internal diameter. The common feature of all these geome-
tries is that the thiophene units are coaxially orientated to
the channel and show alignment to the hydrogen rows of
the inner wall of the nanochannels, as shown in the frontal
views of Fig. 2.

For T3 included in a narrow channels of 8 Å, the mini-
mum of energy found corresponds to oligomers in a non-
planar geometry and re-orientating each of the thiophene
rings with dissimilar dihedral angles S–C–C–S (about 97�
and �160�, respectively), resulting in a very distorted struc-
ture as shown in Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, a small incre-
ment to 8.5 Å in the diameter channel shows a more planar
T3 molecular conformation with dihedral angles of about
162� (see Fig. 2(b)). For channels of 9 Å and bigger,
Fig. 2(c) and (d), the dihedral angles increase to nearly pla-
nar (from 169� in 9 Å to 175� in 9.5 Å) and there is also the
additional chance to obtain molecules of planar geometries
with a energy slightly higher than those of the nearly planar
conformers (about 0.7 (kcal/mol) and then with a big prob-
ability to occur. Compare Fig. 2(c) and (f)) for a 9 Å chan-
nel, where the planar T3 molecule in Fig. 2(f) have dihedral
angles of 177�.

Finally, for a wider 10 Å diameter channel, the incre-
ment of the internal volume and the reduction of the
strength of the interactions between the T3 and the inner
wall of the nanochannel leads to a optimum geometry for
the guest units that resemble the geometry of the gas phase,
with dihedral angles of 146�. However, there is also a
higher conformational freedom that results in a variety of
non-planar geometries (with dihedral angles ranging from
143� to 169�) at energies lesser than 1 (kcal/mol) higher
than the optimum geometry and showing a partial loosing
of the axial alignment.

A plausible explanation of the optimal geometries found
for the included terthiophene should arise from the details
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Fig. 4. Energy barriers and change in dipole moment for: (a) rotational
and (b) axial displacements of T3 included in a 9 Å trigonal PHTP
nanochannels. Displacements are relative to the optimal conformation.
Black dots represent energies and triangles dipole moments.
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of the simultaneous interactions between the electronic
clouds near the axially ordered hydrogens of the inner wall
of the channel with each of the thiophene rings, via the sul-
phur atom and the two hydrogen opposite. For narrow
channels, a planar geometry for T3 is not allowed by steric
reasons and the oligomer suffer a heavy distortion, which is
the result of minimizing the highly increased energy of
repulsion between the electronic densities of T3 and the
closer innermost wall of the channel. In channels of 9 Å
and 9.5 Å diameter there is enough internal volume to
allow a unfolding of the T3 units, the alignment effect is
dominant and always the T3 tend to adopt a geometry clo-
ser to planar strongly correlated to the hydrogen atoms of
the innermost wall of the channel.

Comparison between the energies of the several optima
of geometry as a function of the channel diameter, show
that the most favoured conformation is T3 included in a
PHTP nanochannels around 9.0 Å, as shown in Fig. 3. This
corresponds to a Van der Waals internal diameter of the
channels of 6.5 Å, a dimension that is close to the results
found by Weber for the wider a channel axis of orthorhom-
bic PHTP:NPP [8,9].

As the oligomers always tend to show alignment to the
Hydrogen rows of the inner wall, a study on the rotational
barrier to free rotations of T3 along the channel axis is car-
ried out, taking the configuration for the optimal geometry
as the reference and single point energy calculations of the
T3 rotations is shown in Fig. 4(a). Rotational barriers
show a regular pattern, with five local minima at ±60�,
±120� and 180�, relative to the absolute minimum at 0�.
It is interesting to note that the three T3 orientations at
0�, +120� and �120� are almost isoenergetic and that are
favoured in about 1–2 (kcal/mol) relative to the ±60�
and 180�. Rotational barriers are between 4 and 7 (kcal/
mol) and the gradient (DE/D angle) is strong enough to
prevent other angular orientations than the six minima.
Fig. 4(a) also includes the electric dipole moment data
for the system, which changes smoothly and periodically
with the rotation of the T3 unit, as a consequence of the
change in atomic charges of both the host and the guest
molecule. Certainly, consideration of a fixed referential
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Fig. 3. Optimum conformation of the PHTP:T3 model system as a
function of the internal diameter of the nanochannel.
geometry for T3 could be questioned and a relaxation of
this assumption is investigated, fixing the central sulphur
atom at selected angular orientations and reoptimizing
the geometry of the oligomers. Results lead to lower ener-
gies but very distorted geometries of the T3 units, a result
in conflict to the observed planarization of the oligothioph-
ene units included in the nanochannels and showing that
the oligothiophenes are very sensitive to the details of the
electrostatic potential surface of the innermost wall of the
PHTP channel.

In an earlier study, Bongiovanni et al. [7], showed a
frontal view of nearly planar guest molecules orientated
in such a way that the T3 plane is located between the
two innermost-bonded carbon atoms of two opposite
PHTP units. However, examples of optimum geometries
drawn in Fig. 2 and the behaviour of the rotational barrier
show a different and more reliable configuration where the
thiophene ring’s plane is nearly coincident with the three-
fold plane along the c-axis between neighbouring PHTP
units. As the molecular orbitals between two adjacent
PHTP units do not overlap, these planes do not have any
electronic density (i.e., are regions with a nodal character)
and allow the coplanar location of a T3 guest molecule
with a lower global energy by reduction of the repulsion
between electronic clouds.

A second interesting result is that all the optimizations
lead to T3 molecules axially aligned in such form that the
rings of the T3 remain located in the space between the



Fig. 5. Changes of the optimal conformation of T3 as the channel distorts from trigonal to orthorhombic: (a) a = b trigonal symmetry, (b) (b/a = 0.95)
orthorhombic distortion, and (c) (b/a = 0.90) orthorhombic distortion.
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PHTP layers. As the width of the thiophene ring is some-
what smaller than the distance between the PHTP layers,
the sulphur atom in the central thiophene ring is almost
coincident with the mid plane between two PHTP layers
of the stack. To investigate this find, single point calcula-
tions were made for several conformations, shifting a T3
nearly planar molecule along the c-axis of a 9 Å nanochan-
nel. The energy of the system shows a periodic behaviour
along the channel axis (see Fig. 4(b), with a period coinci-
dent to the PHTP inter-plane distance), dictated by the
axial location of the layers of R-stacks and S-stacks. The
maximum translational energy barrier is about 5.5 (kcal/
mol) but changes in energy with T3 axial position have a
less easier interpretation but dictated by the details on
the location of the innermost hydrogen atoms in the R-
stacks and S-stacks of the PHTP planes. There is also a
smooth periodic change in the dipole moment, as the
charge densities of T3 change under the effect of the peri-
odic potential induced by the ethane-like structures that
conforms the nanochannel. Reoptimization of the T3
geometry fixing the central sulphur atom for different axial
positions show a somewhat different result than for rota-
tions: there is a lowering of the energy for the axial barrier
but the oligomer geometries found preserve the general pla-
nar shape. Changes are small and mostly related to bond
lengths and angles between atoms in the thiophene rings.

All these results are indicative that the most significant
factor to explain the planar structure of the included olig-
omers is the great influence of the nodal threefold planes
along the c-axis between PHTP units and that the c/2 sep-
aration between PHTP layers of the nanochannel as well as
the location of the hydrogen atoms in the innermost wall
affect the axial ordering of the guest molecules.

Observation of the calculated 226 molecular orbitals
(MOs) show that they can be divided in three crude catego-
ries: a massive number of orbitals that belong to the model
of the PHTP nanochannel itself; secondly, MOs localized
in the guest T3 units at several ranges of energy (for
instance, the HOMO is clearly a T3 MO) and thirdly a
few MOs that show delocalization between the T3 and
the nanochannel and with an interactive character. In gen-
eral, the MOs have a very small or no contamination
between electronic densities of host and guest species,
except for the mentioned delocalized MOs, and preserva-
tion of the individual electronic properties is a general
result in agreement with the prevalent weak Van der Waals
character of the interactions between the host and the
guests in this type of supramolecular systems. Molecular
orbitals of the model of the channel are very localized into
the ethane-like units and show the threefold nodal plane
mentioned above. Despite of the crudeness of the channel’s
model, a more complete structure for the PHTP units
should not produce a major change in this characteristic
nodal character of the planes between neighbouring PHTP
units.

Regarding to the observed few MOs that show interac-
tion between T3 and the PHTP model, a more detailed
and careful study is not included here as it requires a very
costly calculation at a higher level of theory and with a
more complete basis set that is beyond the scope of this
work.

A third aspect studied is the effect of distortions of the
channel from trigonal to orthorhombic. Fig. 5 shows three
geometry optimizations for T3 included in 9 Å nanochan-
nels. As mentioned above, the perfect trigonal case (b = a)
lead to non-planar T3 molecules with 169� dihedral and
nearly planar (179� dihedral) geometries, being the first
slightly favoured for less than 0.7 (kcal/mol). A small ortho-
rhombic distortion (b/a = 0.95, Fig. 5(b)) induces more eas-
ily the planarization of T3 in the plane of longer unit cell
dimension (both dihedral angles 3� more planar than the tri-
gonal case) and the energy of the model system lowers in 0.3
(kcal/mol), an effect that is enhanced if the orthorhombic
distortion is bigger (see Fig. 5(c) b/a = 0.9) where both dihe-
dral angles are 6� more planar than the trigonal case and the
energy is 0.4 (kcal/mol) lower. In all the calculations under
orthorhombic distortion, the planar oligomers always have
the minimum energy and have been found easily due to a
convergence faster than for the trigonal case. These results
predict planar oligomers as the most common conforma-
tion for this slightly distorted conformation.

4. Concluding remarks

Crystallographic information on PHTP inclusion com-
pounds [1,2,8,9] show that they are examples of crystalline
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systems with conformational disorder. The 1-D character-
istic nanochannels generated by the crystallization of pure
PHTP are not homogeneous in size and structure and the
eventual inclusion of guest molecules may also produce
additional changes in the PHTP host and also in the geom-
etry and localization of the guest. Focusing the study on
the molecules included in the host matrix, calculations at
the semi-empirical and ab initio levels of models of the
PHTP:Terthiophene inclusion compound lead to a better
understanding of the sources of the observed planarization
and the extent of the disorder for the T3 guests inside the
nanochannels.

There are three main conclusions in this study: the T3
oligomers tend to distort mostly by twisting of the dihedral
S–C–C–S angles, producing conformers that align the thi-
ophene rings planes to the threefold planes that separate
the honeycomb-like structure of the PHTP units along
the c-axis, where the electronic densities are nodal in char-
acter. Depending on the channel’s internal diameter, the
geometry of the guest oligomers may become nearly planar
and the source of this effect is the lowering of the repulsion
between electronic host and guest clouds in such alignment.

The T3 distortion is a function of the internal diameter
of the channels, relaxing from very twisted molecules in
narrow channels, due to steric reasons to nearly planar in
wider channels. The study also shows that the guest mole-
cules are not randomly distributed inside the channel: bar-
riers to rotational displacements of the guest are important
(between 4 and 7 (kcal mol�1)) leading to six preferred
rotational conformations of T3 (three isoenergetic optima
and other three positions about 1 (kcal mol�1) higher)
coincident with the threefold planes that separate the hon-
eycomb-like structure of the PHTP. There is also some
degree of axial guest’s order induced by the well-known
order of the PHTP units along the c-axis.

The conformational disorder of the PHTP host is ana-
lysed by the study of the host-guest interaction at different
diameter of the nanochannel and also by changing its sym-
metry from trigonal to orthorhombic. Despite of the sim-
plistic assumptions of the model, results show that the
internal diameter of the more stable PHTP:T3 system is
in close agreement to the data found in literature and that
slight changes to orthorhombic induce easily more planar
geometries for T3.

These results improve the understanding of the confor-
mational aspects of this type of systems and could be useful
to develop better models of the oligomer–oligomer interac-
tion within the channel architecture, a study that will be
published elsewhere [18].
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